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Toronto bears many titles-one of the globe's most culturally diverse cities, the heartbeat of the

country's business community, and the first stop on the itinerary of the majority of travelers to

Canada. The city has transformed itself in recent years into one of North America's largest

metropolises, brimming with a breadth of nightlife, dining, theatre and entertainment that rivals any

on the continent. A wave of investment has led to the unveiling of a new generation of cultural

institutions and high-end hotels that are pushing the city to the forefront of the global tourism

destinations. Frommer's Toronto Day by Day will guide readers through this new Toronto, quickly

and with an insider's knowledge of the one-of-a-kind experiences that lurk in the city's many vibrant

neighborhoods. With hundreds of color photos, dozens of annotated maps and walking tours,

thematic tours for every taste and star-rated advice on where to eat, stay, shop, and have fun, this

book is the perfect accompaniment to any visit to the city.
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21 Self-guided Tours. 34 Maps. One Great Trip.At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everythingâ€”in the smartest, most time-efficient way.The best of Toronto in one, two, or

three daysThematic tours for every interest, schedule, and tasteHundreds of evocative

photosBulleted maps that show you how to go from place to placeHotels, restaurants, shopping,

and nightlife for all budgetsA tear-resistant foldout mapâ€”enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can

also use for tickets and souvenirs



Jason McBride is a freelance writer and editor based in Toronto. He's the co-editor (with Alana

Wilcox) of uTOpia: Towards a New Toronto and was formerly an editor at Toronto Life magazine.

He's a frequent contributor, writing most often about pop culture, to Toronto Life, the Globe and

Mail, CBC Arts Online, Explore, enRoute, New York and The Believer.

I love this guide. Nice quality, great extra map (very sturdy), lots of informations in it, but not

confusing. I love it when you get tips& hints on what to do in a compact way. Pictures, maps and

lots of infos....if you need a book guide...take this one. Great! We bought two of those, one for

Toronto and one for Montreal....This will be the first one I will look for if I need another

Tour/Travelguide book again.

I have used the Day to Day books for several major cities, and they are always an immense help.

My only criticism, and this can be said for many travel books, is some of the attractions are played

up a little too much, making them sound more exciting than they actually are.

Came across this book while searching for Toronto guidebooks and it looked promising so ordered

a copy. If this is typical of Frommer's Day by Day series, they have a winner. It's very informative

and gives good descriptions of places to stay and see. I'm not into dining or shopping while on

vacation so can't comment on those aspects of the book. The maps are excellent expecially the

foldout one which really came in handy and that of the subway system. While I decided to stay in

Niagara Falls, CA, instead of Toronto, I traveled to the city twice bringing the book along with me.

Easy to do because of it's size and light weight. Very helpful book which is more than I can say for

most guidebooks!

Not as easy to use as the first guide (Frommer's Toronto). Might be good as a supplementary guide.

Will probably use it for more detail in interesting areas or categories.

I bought this guide book mostly because it was small enough to fit in my bag, which is essential

when exploring a city. Although there are other similarly-small guide books on the market, I liked this

one the best because the information was well organized and the descriptions were simple yet

informative (don't expect tons of history to be included). I especially liked the convenience of the

subway map that unfolds from the front cover, and the downtown map behind it. The larger fold-out

map was also helpful and sturdy, but I did not like the plastic pouch that it was in...I would have



prefered a top-loading pouch so that I could more easily access the map and put other papers in it,

too. I also would have liked a route map of the streetcars and buses, but that might be too

cumbersome. We also ate at one of the suggested restaurants (E-pan), and it was just as

described! Definitely recommended!
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